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after winning the lottery, ryuu decides to use his money to travel to the doko world to search for a beautiful girl. its a tale as old as time, but dokapon makes the story come alive by adding a variety of fighting styles to the game and some interesting characters to boot. dokapon is a 2d brawler with a little bit of the platforming that the super mario
bros series became famous for. the game starts simple enough with a basic brawler style game, but as you win more fights and amass more items you can use to enhance your attacks and special moves. theres also a large cast of characters to befriend along the way, each with their own abilities. dokapon is an all-out brawler. the player can fight in

four ways: normal, side-on, back-on, and upside-down. the gameplay is straightforward, with lots of action, the brawler genre is actually quite fun. although it took me a while to get used to, once i mastered the controls i was able to fight like a real pro, and i have to admit i was enjoying myself. for most of the game, the story follows the main
characters of utewarerumono in a unique challenge brought onto them by some old guy. you see ive never played utewarerumono at all, so i had no understanding of the characters or their motivations. all i know is that there are cute animal girls and all of them seem to fawn over normal-guy haku. then again, im not playing dokapon for the story.

im here to spin roulettes and kick the butts of monsters to get more loot so i can kick the butts of bigger monsters. if i was to make a game list for the dakapon series it would be quite different than the other games listed here. its not because the other games are bad, or that theyre better in some way; its just because theyre very different games. if
you play the games in order of release youll notice a progression of gameplay styles. utewarerumono is a game that has a solid fighting system, but has very little in the way of story. dokapon is a game that has a very strong story, and has a decent fighting system. dokapon dx is a game that has a very strong story and fighting system, but has very

little in the way of traditional gameplay. in other words, theres nothing like dokapon dx in any of the other games in the series. theyre all different games for different reasons. so why is dokapon dx the best?
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